Executive Summary

Lead PI at campus summarizes status of each SAWC project. Individual project summaries should be no more than half a page.
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Overall Progress

Note general rate of progress relative to deliverables.
Append individual project reports to the Executive Summary.

Sustainable Agricultural Water Conservation in the Rio Grande River Basin

Status Report: January-March 2005

Project Title:

Investigators:

Introduction

(a) Objectives of the study

1.

2.

3.

4.

(b) Deliverables for Jan-Mar 2005

1.
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3.

Accomplishments this Quarter

Overview

Accomplishments

•

•
What contribution has your research made to the improvement of sustainable agricultural water resources in the Rio Grande Basin?

Work in Progress

Major Tasks Remaining

Problems Encountered
Deliverables for March-June 2005

•

•

•

•

•

•

Date: ________________________